CONFIDENTIAL 5/9/2019
The Etere update Version 29.2 helps users of Etere solutions to further streamline their
workflow with newly incorporated key features, as well as implementing key fixes
throughout the Etere modules.
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With this new update, Etere Multiviewer is equipped with a new fantastic feature. Users can
now preview the next event playing from the Multiviewer interface. Keep an eye on your
current broadcasts, and what’s to come. Designed to be extremely convenient, you no
longer need to glance at your playlist to know what’s next to play.

Users of Etere ETX M Multiviewer will be glad to know that with this latest update, users can
now adjust the volume of their broadcasts within the system. The new loudness control
feature is expected to aid in streamlining workflow when all important broadcasting tools are
present in one interface.

The SNMP control receives a new upgrade, and now includes Patrol integration, providing a
more secure full coverage monitoring and optimisation for users.
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The powerful ETX Master Control receives an update, equipping it with a new GUI for ETX
configuration. Users can now configure multiple output channels, including a playout
channel, master control channel, ingest channel, and preview channel. Useful and
convenient, this upgrade enables users to do more on a single interface.

The Etere Video Editor is now updated with an improved main and backup data
synchronisation, creating a smoother editing process for users.
(video editor)

For more details on this update, please pursue the online manual here .
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About Etere
Founded in 1987, Etere is amongst the worldwide leaders in Media Asset Management and
channel in a box software solutions for broadcasters and media companies. Etere’s unique
Ecosystem software-only solution is used by many of the world’s leading Media Enterprises
to power their digital assets. Its modular solutions including Airsales, Ad Insertion, playout,
HSM archive, TV automation, Radio Automation, Video Editing, and Censorship are built with
an innovative architecture, offering the best flexibility and reliability in the market. Etere is
headquartered in Singapore, with a dedicated 24/7 support centre in Italy.
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